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Berrolia Debuts the Berrolia No. 1 - A Next-Gen iPhone Car Mount

Hand-Crafted From Premium Italian Leather, The Berrolia No. 1 Features Never Seen Before
iPhone Car MountTechnology, Including True One Hand Operation & Automatic Charging
Capabilities.

Lodz, Poland (PRWEB) April 07, 2016 -- Berrolia, a Polish-based manufacturer of iPhone car holders, cases,
and dash mounts, is launching their new flagship product in English speaking markets this summer. Dubbed the
Berrolia No. 1, this next-generation iPhone car mount boasts several new features never seen before in the
iPhone car or dash case market, along with impressive styling and remarkable durability.

“Each and every individual piece of the Berrolia No. 1 is hand-crafted from the highest quality materials and to
the most exacting standards possible,” said Michal Mackiewicz, Owner and Founder of Berrolia. “Ultimately,
it’s not only one of the most durable and stylish iPhone car mounts on the market, but it also boasts some
ingenious and unique design features including true one-hand usage and charging capabilities that no other case
on the market is currently offering."

The new features of the Berrolia No. 1 include:

• Ease of Mounting – The Berrolia No. 1 features a specially engineered mounting clip, thermo-coated
with three layers of SoftTouch polymer, which ensures the mount locations will remain pristine and
undamaged. It also clips on and off any vehicle in seconds.

• True One-Handed Operation – Virtually every other type of iPhone car holder or dash mount requires
users to have both hands free in order to access the phone at some point; either to operate the phone, or to place
it inside of or remove it from the case itself. The Berrolia No. 1 enables drivers to insert, remove, and operate
any model of iPhone with just one hand at any time, significantly increasing their personal safety.

• Automatic Charging Capability – Any standard iPhone car charger plugs directly in to the bottom of the
Berrolia No. 1 case, ensuring that the iPhone can start getting charged within seconds of entering a vehicle; no
need to locate the cord and connect it up. Many Berrolia owners find this eliminates the need to carry a spare
wall charger entirely, and some find they may even forego overnight charging as well.

About Berrolia

Berrolia is focused on developing and manufacturing the world’s best iPhone car mount, the Berrolia No. 1.
Boasting revolutionary new quality-of-life engineering features never seen before in the industry, such as true
one-hand use and charging capability, and crafted from premium Italian leather, the No. 1 is not only the most
advanced iPhone dash mount on Earth, but also one of the most stylish.
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Contact Information
Michal Mackiewicz
Berrolia
http://www.berrolia.com
+1 2404498530

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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